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The rotation curves of spiral galaxies exhibit a diversity that has been difficult to understand in the cold dark
matter (CDM) paradigm. We show that the self-interacting dark matter (SIDM) model provides excellent fits to
the rotation curves of a sample of galaxies with asymptotic velocities in the 25 to 300 km/s range that exemplify
the full range of diversity. We only assume the halo concentration-mass relation predicted by the CDM model
and a fixed value of the self-interaction cross section. In dark matter dominated galaxies, thermalization due
to self-interactions creates large cores and reduces dark matter densities. In contrast, thermalization leads to
denser and smaller cores in more luminous galaxies, and naturally explains the flatness of rotation curves of the
highly luminous galaxies at small radii. Our results demonstrate that the impact of the baryons on the SIDM
halo profile and the scatter from the assembly history of halos as encoded in the concentration-mass relation can
explain the diverse rotation curves of spiral galaxies.

I. Introduction. The ΛCDM model, with a cosmologi-
cal constant (Λ) and cold dark matter (CDM), explains the
observed large-scale structure of the Universe [1] and many
aspects of galaxy formation [2, 3], but the diverse observed
rotation curves do not have a satisfactory explanation. Ob-
servations of a number of dwarf and low surface brightness
galaxies indicate that the inner halo is often badly fit by the
cusped halos predicted by ΛCDM simulations [4–13]. The
core densities exhibit almost an order of magnitude spread for
similar total halo masses [14], and galaxies with densities at
the upper end of the range are consistent with ΛCDM [15].
There is no clear explanation for the diversity in the inner
rotation velocity profiles of different galaxies within similar
mass halos [15]. Although uncertainties remain for individual
galaxies due to systematic errors in deriving rotation curves
and modeling non-equilibrium and non-circular motions [e.g.,
16–19], it remains to be seen if these can provide a compre-
hensive explanation for the diversity.

In this Letter, we demonstrate how this diversity prob-
lem [15] can be solved in the self-interacting dark matter
(SIDM) framework [20, 21], where dark matter (DM) par-
ticles exchange energy by colliding with one another in ha-
los. DM self-interactions only change the inner halo proper-
ties in accord with observations, leaving all the successes of
CDM intact on large scales, e.g., [22–25]. Constraints from
galaxy clusters demand an interaction cross section that di-
minishes with increasing velocity [21, 24, 26–28], which can
be naturally accommodated in concrete particle physics mod-
els [21, 29–38] (see [39] for a review).

The diversity in the observed rotation curves is solved by a
combination of interconnected features in the ΛSIDM model.
In the outer parts of galaxies, the ΛSIDM model is the same
as the ΛCDM model, inheriting all its successes. In the in-
ner regions, the SIDM density profile and its relation to the
baryons is changed by the process of thermalization due to
the self-interactions. The physical effects of thermalization in

the inner region are varied but fully determined by the dis-
tribution of the baryons, up to the scatter from the assembly
history. The fact that the baryons have a large role in creating
the diversity, which we explicitly demonstrate here, has also
been argued previously [40]. In many galaxies, thermalization
forces particles out of the center and leads to a lower circu-
lar velocity than the DM-only ΛCDM predictions. In other
galaxies where stars dominate the gravitational potential, the
SIDM halo profile can be as steep as the ΛCDM predictions.
In these galaxies, the total rotation curve is forced to be flat
even at radii much smaller than the scale radius of the DM
halo, providing a natural explanation to the disk-halo conspir-
acy [41]. All of the features discussed above are captured in a
simple model that we discuss next.

II. Modeling the SIDM halo with a stellar disk. We have
developed an analytical method to model the SIDM halo prop-
erties [21, 42], which is based on the isothermal solutions to
the Jeans equations. The method has been tested against cos-
mological SIDM-only simulations [21] and isolated simula-
tions of a range of galaxy types including baryons [28].

We divide the halo into two regions, separated by a charac-
teristic radius r1 where the average scattering rate per particle
times the halo age is equal to unity. The value of r1 is deter-
mined by the condition 〈σv〉ρ(r1)tage/m ≈ 1, where σ is the
scattering cross section, m is the DM particle mass, v is the
DM relative velocity, tage is the age of the galaxy, and 〈...〉
denotes averaging over the velocity distribution. In this Let-
ter, we assume σ/m = 3 cm2/g and tage = 10 Gyr for all the
galaxies motivated by previous results [21].

For radii r < r1, SIDM particles experience multiple col-
lisions over the age of galaxies and reach kinetic equilibrium.
The density profile is ρiso(~r) = ρ0 exp[−Φtot(~r)/σ

2
v0], where

ρ0 is the central DM density, σv0 is the 1-dimensional DM
velocity dispersion and Φtot is the total gravitational poten-
tial due to dark and baryonic matter normalized such that
Φtot(0) = 0. We note that features in the stellar or gas po-
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FIG. 1: Top: Circular velocity of the SIDM halo and the correspond-
ing CDM halo for Vmax = 70 km/s with the 2σ spread in halo
concentration. Bottom: Circular velocity of the SIDM halo with
Vmax = 120 km/s and median concentration including the impact
of a stellar disk of mass Md = 1010 M� for three disk scale lengths
Rd = 2 kpc, 3 kpc, and 6 kpc. The corresponding SIDM (dashed)
and CDM (dotted) circular velocities without disks are also shown.

tential get imprinted in ρiso through Φtot; while we do not
model such baryonic features here, we expect they will be
more strongly reflected in the rotation curve [43] in SIDM
than CDM. Since DM self-interactions rapidly thermalize the
inner halo in the presence of baryons, the final SIDM density
profile for the large cross sections considered here should be
close to its equilibrium prediction, which depends on how the
baryons are distributed but not on the formation history.

Assuming that the baryons are distributed in a thin disk with
central surface density Σ0 and scale radius Rd, we can write
the Poisson equation for Φtot as:

∇2Φtot(R, z) = 4πG[ρiso(R, z) + Σ0e
−R/Rdδ(z)] , (1)

where δ(z) is the Dirac delta function. We solve Eq. (1) by
expanding it in the Legendre polynomials and parametrize
the solution by two dimensionless parameters defined as a ≡
8πGρ0R

2
d/(2σ

2
v0) and b ≡ 8πGΣ0Rd/(2σ

2
v0) [44]. We have

calculated 300 templates in total with different combinations
of a and b values and interpolated between them as required.

For r > r1, where scattering has occurred less than
once per particle on average, we model the DM density
as the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile ρNFW(r) =
ρs(r/rs)

−1(1+r/rs)
−2 seen in ΛCDM simulations [45]. We

create the SIDM profile by joining the spherically-averaged
isothermal (ρiso) and the spherical NFW (ρNFW) profiles at
r = r1 such that the mass and density are continuous at

r1. For σ/m = O(1) cm2/g, the matching implies that r1
is close to rs [23]. The SIDM halo parameters (ρ0, σv0) di-
rectly map onto (rs, ρs) or (M200, c200) of the NFW profile
for a fixed σ/m. We assume that the large-scale structure
is the same as that in the Planck ΛCDM model [1] and im-
pose its halo concentration-mass relation on our solutions,
c200 = 100.905±0.11

(
M200/1012h−1M�

)−0.101
[46], while

allowing for the expected scatter 0.11 dex scatter (1σ).
III. Halo concentration and the role of baryons. In the

top panel of Fig. 1, we show the circular velocity due to the
DM halo, Vcir,DM(r), as a function of the radius for the SIDM
and the corresponding CDM halos for Vmax = 70 km/s. It
is clear that DM self-interactions can lower circular velocity
systematically in the inner regions. To assess the scatter quan-
titatively, we use Vcir(2 kpc) [15]. At large radii r & r1,
both halos have the same Vcir,DM(r), but the SIDM halos
have significantly smaller Vcir,DM(2 kpc). The 2σ scatter in
Vcir,DM(2 kpc) (from the scatter in the concentration-mass re-
lation) is about a factor of 1.8 in SIDM similar to that in CDM
(about 1.6).

Observationally, Vcir(2 kpc) (total rotation velocity) spans
from 20 to 70 km/s for Vmax ∼ 70 km/s [15]. The SIDM
prediction for the lowest Vcir(2 kpc) is consistent with 20
km/s. When baryons are included, the upper end of the pre-
dicted range for Vcir(2 kpc) changes significantly. Beyond
contributing directly to the total Vcir, its presence changes the
total potential Φtot and the equilibrium isothermal solution is
consequently denser [42]. The net effect is to increase the up-
per end of the predicted range for Vcir(2 kpc) to 70 km/s,
fully consistent with the data.

For larger galaxies, even the low end of the predicted
Vcir,DM(2 kpc) can be changed by the presence of the
baryons. We illustrate this in the bottom panel of Fig. 1. We
adopt Vmax = 120 km/s and median concentration for the
halo. We set the total disk mass to be 1010M� (typical for this
halo mass) and vary the scale radius of the thin diskRd = 2, 3,
and 6 kpc. We use the matching procedure described in Sec. II
to obtain the SIDM halo mass profiles. With Rd = 2 kpc, the
SIDM prediction for Vcir,DM(2 kpc) is very close to the CDM
prediction. The scatter in Vcir,DM(2 kpc) from changing Rd

is almost a factor of 2; even the disk with Rd = 6 kpc has
some effect on the SIDM halo. Thus, the SIDM inner halo
mass profile is strongly correlated with the distribution of the
baryons, which, along with the scatter from the concentration-
mass relation, leads to the diversity in the SIDM halo proper-
ties. These facets of thermalization in SIDM have been con-
firmed N-body simulations of galaxies [47].

IV. Solving the diversity problem in SIDM models. To
explicitly demonstrate how the diversity is accommodated in
SIDM, we fit to the rotation curves of 30 galaxies that maxi-
mize the diversity and have an asymptotic circular velocity Vf
in the 25–300 km/s range. We obtained excellent fits overall,
with χ2/dof < 1 for 23 galaxies (DDO 52, 154, 87 126; UGC
128, 5005, 11707, 4483, 3371, 5721, 12506, 1281; UGCA
442; NGC 2366, 7331, 2403, 3109, 1560, 2903, 3198; F583-
1, F579-V1, M33), and χ2/dof < 2 for the rest (UGC 2841,
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FIG. 2: Left two panels show the SIDM fits to the rotation curves of NGC 6503 and UGC 128. They asymptote to Vf ≈ 130 km/s in the
outer parts, but their inner rotation curves are very different. The right panel show the SIDM fit to a highly luminous galaxy, NGC 2903. The
total fit is displayed in red and it includes contributions from the SIDM halo (blue solid), stars (magenta dashed), gas (magenta dot-dashed),
and bulge (magenta long-dashed). The predictions of the corresponding CDM halo (dotted) and the SIDM halo neglecting the influence of the
baryons (asterisk) are also shown.

5750; NGC 6503, F571-8, F563-V2, DDO 133, IC 2574) us-
ing data from Refs. [8, 11, 48–62]. In Figs. 2 and 3, we
show the fits to some of the most extreme examples high-
lighted in [15]1. For each galaxy, we compute the thin disk
parameters (Σ0, Rd) that best match the rotation curves of the
stellar disk in the literature, given a value of the mass-to-light
ratio (Υ∗). In computing ρiso, we have neglected the potential
of the gaseous disk and stellar bulge, which is a good approxi-
mation for the fits shown here. In our fits, the outer halo Vmax

is essentially set by the measured Vf and the freedom in the
fits is primarily due to Υ∗ and the scatter allowed in the con-
centration of the outer halo.

NGC 6503 [59] and UGC 128 [53] clearly illustrate the di-
verse features in the rotation curves caused by the baryon dis-
tribution in Fig. 2. Both galaxies have Vf ≈ 130 km/s, but
their inner rotation curves are very different. For NGC 6503,
the circular velocity increases sharply in the inner regions and
reaches its asymptotic value around 3 kpc; in UGC 128, it
increases very mildly and reaches Vf at 20 kpc. Despite the
dramatic differences, the SIDM halo with median concentra-
tion provides a remarkable fit to both galaxies. NGC 6503
is a high surface brightness galaxy and its inner gravitational
potential is dominated by the stellar disk, which contributes
significantly to the observed Vcir. Moreover, the inner SIDM
(isothermal) halo density in the presence of the disk is al-
most an order of magnitude larger than when neglecting the
influence of the disk, which boosts the halo contribution at
Vcir(2 kpc) from 20 to 60 km/s. In contrast, the stellar disk
has a negligible effect on the SIDM halo of UGC 128. With
the effects of thermalization included properly, the rotation
curves of both high and low surface brightness galaxies are
consistent with the SIDM model, contrary to previous ana-

1 In the Supplemental material, we show the fits for the 24 other galaxies.

lytic expectations [63]. For comparison, we have plotted the
NFW halo Vcir profiles with the same (M200, c200) values as
our SIDM fits in Figs. 2 and 3. 2

It is interesting to note that in NGC 6503 the rotation curve
becomes flat at r ≈ 3 kpc, which implies that the total den-
sity profile scales as a power-law in radius, with index close to
−2, from inner regions dominated by the disk to outer regions
dominated by DM. Thus, the thermalization of DM provides a
natural mechanism for understanding the long-standing puz-
zle of the disk-halo conspiracy [41]. This power-law behavior
of the total mass density is prevalent in large spiral and ellip-
tical galaxies [65, 66]. We show the SIDM fit to the rotation
curve of massive spiral galaxy NGC 2903 [11] in right panel
of Fig. 2 as an example.

In Fig. 3, we show SIDM fits for UGC 5721 [51, 52],
NGC 1560 [58], and UGC 5750 [8, 53–55]. All have simi-
lar Vf ≈ 80 km/s, but the shapes of the rotation curves are
very different in the inner regions. UGC 5721 and UGC 5750
are at opposite extremes for the rotation curve diversity in this
mass range. Despite the diversity, the SIDM halo model pro-
vides an impressive fit to them. We find that NGC 1560 has a
median halo, UGC 5721 has a denser halo, and UGC 5750 has
an underdense halo, but all within 2σ of the median expecta-
tion. The observed Vcir(2 kpc) is close to 20 km/s for UGC
5750, while the corresponding CDM halo has Vcir(2 kpc) ≈
30 km/s even with a concentration 2σ lower than the median
value. The effect of the disk is most significant in UGC 5721,
resulting in a SIDM halo similar to the CDM one and a flat
Vcir even at 2 kpc. The effect becomes mild in NGC 1560
and negligible in UGC 5750, consistent with their luminosi-

2 If the NFW profile is forced to fit a large sample of rotation curves, then
the inferred c200 values have substantially larger scatter than ΛCDM pre-
dictions [64], which is also evident in our fits to the 30 galaxies.
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FIG. 3: SIDM fits (red solid) to the rotation curves of spiral galaxies UGC 5721, NGC 1560, and UGC 5750, all with Vf ≈ 80 km/s but
showing extreme diversity in the inner parts. Line types are the same as Fig. 2.

ties. We have checked that UGC 5721 can also be fit with a
1.5σ higher c200 value and M200 = 6 × 1010M�, and UGC
5720 with a 1.5σ lower c200 and M200 = 8 × 1010M�, due
to a mild c200–M200 degeneracy.

V. Diversity from uniformity. The diversity problem is
solved by a combination of features in ΛSIDM that are not
separate pieces to be tuned but instead arise from the require-
ment that the inner halo at r . r1 is thermalized. While
the inner rotation curves display great diversity for the same
halo mass, there are also remarkable similarities. In Fig. 4,
we plot a measure of the surface density of DM defined as
ΣDM,0 = ρ0rc, where rc is the core radius where the DM
density is half of the central density, ρ0.

The minimal sample (squares) shows a clear scaling rela-
tion for ΣDM,0 vs. Vmax (of the NFW halo), which is a reflec-
tion of the concentration-mass relation [67]. Our model pre-
dicts ΣDM,0 ∝ V 0.7

max, which may be roughly understood from
the approximate scalings rc ∝ rs [23] and ρ0 ∝ V 2

max/r
2
s

from dimensional arguments. However, there is clear devia-
tion when baryons become important (triangles and circles),
since ρ0 increases and the core radius is set by the gravita-
tional potential of the baryons. Our ΣDM,0 values for the min-
imal sample are consistent with previous results [68].

VI. Self-interaction cross section. We fixed σ/m =
3 cm2/g in our analysis and it provided good fits for all 30
galaxies with c200 values within the 2σ range, and mass-to-
light ratios in the range preferred by recent measurements
[69–71]. Galaxies with low Vcir(2 kpc) like UGC 5750 and
IC 2574 drive the preference for this large σ/m. However,
there are degeneracies among σ/m, Υ∗ and c200. For higher
luminosity galaxies, in particular those with Vf & 200 km/s
such as NGC 2903, 7331, 2841, and UGC 12560, good fits can
also be found with smaller cross sections, σ/m ∼ 1 cm2/g,
by varying Υ∗ very mildly. This implies that a mild velocity
dependence, which would be required by the galaxy cluster
constraints [21, 28, 38], is also consistent with the data. We
have checked that the Υ∗ values (disk masses) required by the
fits are consistent with abundance matching expectations [72].
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FIG. 4: The inferred SIDM core density times core radius (“surface
density”) for the 30 galaxies we have fit. The “minimal” sample
is composed of DM dominated galaxies for which baryons don’t
change the SIDM profile significantly. The surface densities of these
galaxies scale as V 0.7

max (dashed line), which can be traced to the
concentration-mass relation. The “intermediate” sample shows pro-
gressively increasing effects of the stellar disk on the SIDM halo,
while the “maximal” one has the most significant effects, where the
baryons dominate the inner regions.

VII. Conclusions. The rotation curves of spiral galaxies
exhibit considerable diversity, which lacks an explanation.
The problem is most severe for galaxies with flat rotation ve-
locities around 100 km/s. To address this problem in the con-
text of SIDM models, we developed numerical templates for
modeling the SIDM halo including the presence of a stellar
disk and fit a wide variety of rotation curves for spiral galaxies
that exemplify the diversity over three orders of magnitude in
total mass. Our model utilizes the ΛCDM concentration-mass
relation and a fixed self-interaction cross section. We have
demonstrated that the variation in the distribution of baryons
and the reaction of the SIDM halo to it, when melded with
the expected scatter in the concentration-mass relation due to
assembly history of halos, can explain the diverse DM distri-
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